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ABSTRACT 
Development of wireless sensor network technologies have 

presented a availability of tiny sensor nodes along with the 

ability regarding sensing various physical as well as 

atmospheric circumstances, data handling and wireless 

communication. A number of detecting abilities affect the 

abundance application zones. On the other hand, a function 

associated wireless sensor networks demand additional 

efficient techniques for data sending as well as dispensation. 

In WSN, the sensor nodes include restricted transmission 

range; dispensation, storage abilities and energy resources 

also are restricted. Therefore various routing protocols are 

designed for the sensor network to overcome these problems. 

Among the routing protocols one is hierarchical routing which 

follows a clustering mechanism and also considered to be 

more resourceful in regards to energy as well as scalability. In 

this paper, we are surveyed energy efficient hierarchical 

cluster-based routing protocol that periodically selects cluster 

head as per the hybridization of their residual energy. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A Wireless Sensor Network is a self-arranging network which 

composes the tiny sensor nodes communicating through 

broadcasting signal, embedded computing and connectivity. 

The wireless sensors network comprise sensor nodes arranged 

on the geographical area for observing either physical or 

environment situations like sound, pressure, motion, pollutant. 

Collecting and forwarding information is done through the 

base station. The capability of sensor node is to sense as well 

as process the data.  

 An average sensor node comprises of four constructing 

blocks: power unit, communication unit, processing unit and 

sensing unit [41] which are presented in fig1. Sensors and 

ADC are the two subunits of sensing unit. In node the sensing 

component processes a number of physical attributes 

including temperature. The collecting and handling captured 

data from its surrounding is responsible in processing 

component. The sensor node is communicating with each 

other in order to aggregating the data. The main work of 

sensor node is usually sended the collected data among cluster 

head to base station or one node to another node through the 

wireless communication cost. The data is then sending to the 

internet with the help of gateway as user is straight linked to a 

internet. These three component sensor node, processing as 

well as communication requires power to utility as estimated, 

and the forth one power component is surely responsible for 

providing the energy to the three other component. The power 

mode might be held up by power scavenging unit just like 

solar. Location finding system and mobilizer both are the 

other subunit of sensor node where location finding system 

must be require to provide the knowledge of location for the 

sensor routing techniques as well as for sensing tasks and 

Mobilizer is required to carry out the movement of sensor 

nodes. WSN generates a local network hierarchy on multiple 

levels signified by nodes elected by definite conditions that 

are collecting as well as transmitting information towards 

central base station (BS). [41] 

 

1.1 Applications of WSN 
Nowadays a Wireless Sensor Networks have discovered their 

own way into a multiple of applications as well as systems 

along with a hugely varying requirements and characteristics. 

The applications of wireless sensor network mainly include 

health, military environment, home and other commercial 

areas. 

1.1.1 Area Monitoring 
In this type of application, the sensor network can be 

integrated over an area where certain spectacle has to be 

observed.  This type of network is uses to command control 

and communicate. 

1.1.2 Health care monitoring 
This type of application is used to tracking and monitors 

doctors or patients inside the hospital. Wearable and 

implanted are the main devices of medical applications 
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Wearable devices are utilized on the human frame and 

implanted medicinal devices are implanted inside human 

body.  

1.1.3 Environment/Earth monitoring 
These types of applications are used for monitoring the 

environment parameters. Example - landslide detection which 

is used to sense the slight movement of mud and variations in 

numerous parameters. These types of application are also 

including the sensing of glaciers, volcanoes, earthquakes etc. 

Some major monitoring includes air pollution and greenhouse.  

 

1.1.4 Waste water monitoring 
This type of application would include of monitoring the 

quality and level of water like testing the quality of surface 

water. 

 

1.1.5 Structure health monitoring 
Wireless sensor networks can be used to examine the 

circumstance of civil structure as well as associated geo-

physical processes near to real time through data sorting, 

using suitably interfaced sensors.  

   

2.  ROUTING PROTOCOLS 
Routing is the process of choosing a route within a network 

along which to transmit network traffic. The main working of 

sensor network routing protocol is to sended data through 

sensor nodes toward the sink node in an energy awareness 

method which maximizes the network lifetime of the different 

sensors. There are different varieties of routing protocols 

which can be categorized as data centric, hierarchical, location 

and query based protocol dependent upon network structure 

and protocol operations as presented in fig2. 

 
                    Fig2: Classification of routing protocols 

In Flat routing protocols, the sensor nodes are positioned 

consistently i.e., everyone node reaches at the same stage into 

a network. In Location based protocols, sensor nodes are tend 

to be resolved by using its location[38].The information 

related to location with regard to sensor nodes can be very 

important to sensor networks by way of the majority of 

routing protocols in order to estimate the distance among two 

particularly nodes to make sure that energy depletion must be 

calculated. In the query based routing, while sending data, the 

network balances among energy consumption as well as 

quality of service matrix such as delay, energy. Hierarchical 

Protocols are more energy efficient protocols compared to 

other protocols. [34] [35]. In this paper we are giving survey 

of hierarchical protocols only that is why we have specify 

importance and significance of such protocols here. 

 

2.1 Hierarchical routing protocols 
 Standard routing protocols might not be best in energy 

depletion. Most protocols are not as energy efficient 

compared to Hierarchical routing protocols. Hierarchical 

routing follows the clustering mechanism which is considered 

to be resourceful with regards to power plus scalability. Use 

of such method minimizes the depletion of energy 

increasingly in collecting and distributing data. Here the 

nodes tend to be organized into clusters as well as nodes 

which may have highest energy are called Cluster head. 

Cluster Head is mainly liable for gathering data from nodes 

through cluster and eliminating idleness among collected data 

to diminish energy constraint for sending of data packets 

through cluster head to base station [24]. 

Many hierarchical routing protocols are discovered to 

overcome the problem of energy depletion which is described 

below. 

2.1.1 Leach 
Leach is usually one of the essential hierarchical protocols 

which can be used to minimize the energy utilization in a 

network and this type of protocol can only provision the 

single hop communication. In order to reduce power 

consumption in a network, In Leach protocol all nodes are 

supposed to be static and energy constraint and nodes send 

data directly towards base station. Set up and steady are the 

two main phases of Leach protocol. The cluster head is 

elected in setup phase and in case of steady phase, the cluster 

head is retained where information is communicated among 

nodes. The trade of cluster head is to gathering plus sending 

the data towards base station [1]. 

 

2.1.2 Pegasis 
Pegasis is usually a chain type protocol which is advancement 

over leach. Unlike Leach, it ignores cluster formation. In this 

protocol, only one node is chosen a head node which sends 

the merged data to the sink for every round. In Pegasis every 

node communicates through their near neighbor and then 

takes turn while transmitting to the base station.  It works well 

as compare to LEACH. Pegasis uses a greedy approach and in 

case if there is any node failure then it bypasses that node. In 

Pegasis the Data fusion includes a number of data packages 

from dissimilar sensor dimensions to create a distinct packet. 

The basic idea of this protocol is to create a chain between the 

sensor nodes so that everyone node collecting as well as 

forwarding the data to their near neighbor [6]. 

 

2.1.3 Teen (Threshold Sensitive Energy Efficient 

Sensor Network Protocol) 
Teen protocol is a clustering communication protocol which 

can be basically designed for the reactive type networks. This 

protocol is usually for a basic temperature detecting 

applications. These type of protocols among these networks 

should be calculated in a manner that the minimal power of 

every sensor nodes can be resourcefully used. TEEN protocol 

can be well suited for time crucial applications. The operation 

associated with TEEN is ideal for two modes- hard mode and 

soft mode. The hard mode must be focused among middling 

value of the lowermost as well as the maximum          

                  F. The soft                            F. 

The modification can usually made in the value of hard as 

well as soft mode values so that we can resistor the number of 

packet communications [14]. 
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2.1.4 APTEEN  
APTEEN is usually an advancement of a TEEN protocol. 

APTEEN is a fusion routing protocol which permits for 

widespread information retrieved. In such kind of networks 

the nodes not even respond on time based applications but 

also offer a complete image of the network to the constant 

intervals. The node can transmits in time slot only if both 

values larger than a hard threshold or value differs from last 

transmitted value (SV) by more than a soft. APTTEN is 

designed with a elasticity of permitting the user to create the 

time interval as well as mode values for different types of 

characteristics. The Power consumption of APTEEN is better 

than LEACH but not as good as TEEN [14] [15]. 

 

2.1.5 Hybrid Energy Efficient Distributed Protocol 
HEED is usually for the ad hoc sensor networks. In HEED all 

nodes are supposed to be homogeneous i.e. all sensor nodes 

have the same initial energy. HEED prolongs the basic 

arrangement regarding Leach by utilizing remaining power as 

well as degree of node or solidity like a metric regarding 

cluster election to attain power assessment.  In HEED, all 

nodes are chooses themselves as a cluster head according to 

their remaining power as well as the node degree for cluster 

election to attain power assessment. HEED is a multi-hop 

cluster-based protocol. The HEED has two main parameters- 

first parameter is dependent upon remaining power of all 

sensor nodes as well as second is the intra-cluster 

communiqué cost as an occupation of the cluster solidity. The 

HEED clustering increases lifespan of sensor network over 

Leach because Leach casually elects CHs which can affect the 

earlier demise of some nodes [19]. 

 

2.1.6 Distance Base Cluster Head Protocol 
In DBCH the nodes may elect a cluster head according to the 

distance between its CH towards sink (base station) and 

distance between  node itself as well as sink .Its aim is to 

protect the total energy cost of each and every  sensor 

networks and also extend the  lifespan of sensor network. In 

this, the nodes elect the cluster head which lies nearby to the 

midpoint towards base station and sensor nodes, which 

directly shows the increased network survivability [12]. 

 

2.1.7Quadrature Leach 
Quadrature Leach increases stability period, network lifetime 

and throughput moderately considerable. In this, they partition 

the network into four quadrants to acquire better clustering. 

TDMA approach is used in Quadratic Leach. Fewer error 

chances, Fast processing and less time consumption are the 

advantages of Q-Leach [7]. 

 

2.1.8 I-Leach 
I-Leach is a new and different type of the self-organized 

routing algorithm which strongly uses the power and also 

owns benefits of tree as well as hierarchical routing. Improved 

Leach elect the cluster head whose node have the maximum 

residual power and also has more neighbors and lower 

distance from the base station. Improved Leach also succeeds 

the clusters and sensor nodes to minimize the energy 

depletion of wireless sensor network. In I-Leach each and 

every node has the same preliminary energy and fixed. Every 

sensor node has a distinctive identification and known its 

current location as well as its remaining energy [3]. 

 

2.1.9 C-Leach (Centralized Leach) 

Leach-C is better for small networks. Leach-C works in two 

rings first ring is the cluster Setup phase and second ring must 

be Steady-State phase. Setup phase includes cluster head 

announcement as well as arrangement of different nodes 

within each and every cluster and Steady-State phase contains 

the communication of the data toward nodes to cluster head as 

well as cluster head towards base station. The Base station 

organized the dynamic clustering protocol (BCDCP) which 

can be dependent on the base station to elect the cluster head 

from a number of sensor nodes [10]. 

 

2.1.10 Leach-F 
Leach-F is similar as Leach-C protocols. In Leach-C the 

cluster head election must be concerned but in case of Leach-

F the clusters are static once they are designed. In this 

protocol the cluster head is rotated on a variety of sensor 

nodes throughout everyone cluster. Leach-F uses the same 

centralized concept of Leach-C algorithm in order to build the 

clusters. The method lacks scalability since static clusters do 

not permit new nodes to be added and the lifespan of such 

type of network is very less because it never modifies the 

cluster as nodes dye [41] 

 

2.1.11 Hybrid Energy Efficient Reactive Protocol  
HEER is designed for the reactive protocol. HEER 

outperforms both DEEC and TEEN in the homogeneous and 

heterogeneous environment. HEER has more stability period 

than DEEC as well as TEEN. With HEER the node selected 

as cluster head is due to their residual energy and moreover. 

Hard and soft threshold are also introduced in HEER which 

maximizes the stability period as well as network lifetime. 

The number of transmissions occur towards base station are 

limited by hard threshold and number of transmissions occur 

towards base station are further scrutinized by soft threshold 

which reduces energy consumption [32]. 

 

2.1.12 DEEC  
DEEC is distributed energy efficient clustering protocol 

which can be designed for proactive networks. In order to 

define the cluster head, the node uses the residual as well as 

the initial energy. This protocol might not need a specific 

international understanding related energy during each and 

every selection round. As compare to Leach, the DEEC can 

perform well in the multi-hop network [19] [21]. 

 

3. RELATED WORK 
Ming Tang et al. [4] proposed Improve Leach protocol to 

overcome the problem of Leach protocol because leach 

protocol has some disadvantages like leach protocol does not 

know about the position of nodes and it also do not have any 

knowledge related the data that what type of data cluster head 

sended to base station, also no TDMA is used in this protocol. 

So to overcome these problems Ming Tang invented an 

Improved Leach protocol. With the help of this protocol every 

sensor nodes take out the cluster head transmits detected 

information in the closest node, not the cluster head.  

Mahmoud M.Salim et al. [12] EL-Leach (energy and load 

balance leach) for get the energy efficiency and load balance. 

Leach has the drawback that dead nodes are more and it is 

also not applicable where network deployed in larger regions 

so in take the more energy. To overcome this drawback 

improves an EL-Leach. From the result it is prove that this 

protocol is better than the Leach in parameter better energy 

efficiency, load balance and network lifetime. 

G. Smaragdakis et.al [18] prepared virtually any transmitted, 

randomized clustering requirements that have got to capable 

to organize some sort of receptors among the mobile alarm 
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system straight into clusters. Chances are they intensive these 

unique requirements to make some sort of pecking order 

regarding group leads as well as noticed this particular center 

gains improved along with the number of periods throughout 

pecking order. Brings about stochastic geometry were utilized 

to be able to taken from alternatives for principles of variables 

of their total criteria this lessened a sum of total energy spent 

in a network as soon as almost all sensors review information 

through the entire cluster heads towards the handling center. 

Ravi Kishor Izadi et.al [13] In spite of substantial progress 

within wireless indicator systems (WSNs), vitality resource 

efficiency remains to be essentially the most significant 

analysis challenges. Appropriate organization of nodes 

(clustering) has become the important strategies to grow a life 

with the entire multilevel via aggregating facts in the chaos 

head. The actual chaos head will be the spine with the full 

cluster. This means if the chaos head does not achieve its 

performance, a obtained plus obtained facts simply by chaos 

head could be lost. Furthermore, the power utilization 

pursuing immediate marketing communications through 

options to help bottom stops will be increased. Izadi avec al. 

(2013) consist of some sort of type-2 unclear dependent self-

configurable chaos head assortment (SCCH) method not only to 

consider the choices requirements with the chaos head but in 

addition provide a chaos burn approach. Thus, in the event of 

chaos disappointment, the device however works within an 

effective way. The actual unique of diet is definitely ale 

handling connection uncertainty, which in turn is usually an 

natural functional part of indicator networks. The actual test 

final results suggest SCCH functions better than various other 

not too long ago created methods. 

Rohini Sharma et.al [8] projected a distance based cluster 

head algorithm which might be development of Leach. The 
aim of wireless sensor network is to achieving communication 

along with a less amount of power consumptions. To achieve 

this aim a well-known algorithm, Leach was planned. 

However leach has some advantages. 

Gaurang Rayal et.al [10] provides examining the 

effectiveness with centralized clustering technique. Within 

this paper LEACH-Centralized, K Means-CP, practices have 

been equated regarding clustering along with information 

supply course of action for various authentic topologies. 

These simulations had been conducted because of practices as 

well as enactment on the practices may be seriously examined 

Billal.Abu et.al [23] suggested a new mileage dependent 

cost-effective number of nodes within clustering mechanism. 

Inside their established program that the LEACH clustering 

terminates inside of a reduced amount of new release, 

nevertheless would not give the surety of great chaos mind 

distribution. Quite a few nodes might decide on a chaos so 

that the mileage involving CH to drain (base station) is 

actually possibly more the distance involving the node per se 

as well as the drain. In an effort to defend the electrical power 

of your sensor affiliate networks and increase lifetime, most 

people advise a new distance-based clustering process, Leach-

MP (LEACH-minimal path) in order to identify midpoint of 

the base station to the sensor node , which directly shows the 

increased network survivability.  

Lindsey et.al [6] introduced a Pegasis protocol which is an 

improvement over Leach. Pegasis is usually a chain based 

protocol which is an advancement of leach. Unlike Leach, it 

ignores cluster formation. In this protocol, only one node is 

chosen a head node which transmits the merged data to the 

base station for every round. In Pegasis every node 

communicates through their near neighbor and then takes turn 

while transmitting to the base station.  It works well as 

compare to LEACH. Pegasis uses a greedy approach and in 

case if there is any node failure then it bypasses that node. In 

Pegasis the Data fusion includes a number of data packages 

from dissimilar sensor dimensions to create a distinct packet. 

The basic idea of this protocol is to create a chain among the 

sensor nodes so that everyone node collecting as well as 

forwarding the data to their near neighbor. [6] 

N.M Elashakankiri et.al [41] With report energy-efficient 

homogeneous clustering protocol that unveiled a whole new 

means of an energy- useful homogeneous clustering protocol 

for wi-fi warning cap affiliate networks that the lifespan of 

your system is increased simply by making certain any 

homogeneous supply associated with nodes while in the 

clusters .In the proposed clustering protocol, the bunch users 

are generally uniformly spread and also the length of the 

system is additionally extended. Within this report the bunch 

goes is choosing according to the odds of warning nodes as 

well as nodes that may have the greater possibility to become 

a bunch head. In the proposed clustering protocol, the bunch 

users are generally uniformly spread and also the length of the 

system is additionally extended 

Shio Kumar Singh et.al [7] In paper Quardrature Leach 

Quadrature Leach increases stability period, network lifetime 

and throughput moderately considerable.[7] In this, the 

network can be partitioned into four quadrants to acquire 

better clustering. TDMA approach is used in Quadratic Leach. 

Fewer error chances, Fast processing and less time 

consumption are the advantages of Q-Leach. [7] 

Sapna Gambhie et.al [21] a radio warning network (WSN) 

will be a group of sensors that happen to be geographically 

distributed plus interlocked by wifi networks. Alarms 

accumulate info on the condition of bodily world. As a way to 

give a reverse phone lookup, there are lots of components of 

conversation strategies that must be explored. Encouraging 

service quality (QoS) is going to constitute significant 

importance to get pervasive WSNs this perform the duties of 

the actual network commercial infrastructure involving 

diverse applications. To illustrate new information plus 

development interests in this particular subject, Izadi 

et aussi al. (2012) reviewed plus talked over the needs, 

significant challenges, plus open up homework challenges on 

QoS management with WSNs. A brief overview newest 

progress will be given. 

Mhemed et.al [25] Regardless of sizeable enhancements 

inside wireless sensor cpa affiliate networks (WSNs), 

electricity resource efficiency continues to be the most 

essential exploration challenges. Scientific study has looked 

into architectures plus topologies which allow power efficient 

operation connected with WSNs. About the most tactics in 

this connection is clustering. Even though much 

scientific study has looked into group scalp 

collection, Mhemed eaussi al. (2012) investigates the actual 

group formation.  

Salim El Khederi [2] to be able to accumulate data better, 

cellular warning systems (WSNs) is partitioned directly into 

clusters. Clustering delivers an easy way to extend your 

lifetime of WSNs. Present clustering approaches typically 

employ two approaches: deciding on group leads with more 

surplus energy, and also revolving group leads frequently, so 

that you can send out the vitality intake among the nodes 

around just about every group and also prolong your network 

lifetime. Having said that, almost all of the earlier algorithms 

have not considered your expected surplus energy, the 

predicated left over energy internet marketing determined for 

a group go and also building a round. Salim .(2012) 
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employed, a new fuzzy-logic-based clustering solution by 

using extra time to your energy predication may be suggested 

to extend your lifetime of WSNs by way of consistently 

disseminating your workload.  

Kazem Sohraby et.al [35]  proposed a data-centric routing to 

examine that the data sended to base station is relevant or in 

correct form and reaches to its destination in corrected time or 

not and they also examine the location of base station.. The 

data-  n          ng  h wn   gn fi  n          n   q       v   

many operational scenarios. Furthermore by evaluated the 

complexity regarding maximum information aggregation, 

however it has been NP very difficult trouble in most cases, 

there exist practical polynomial-time particular cases. 

Zhao Han et.al [40] comparison of two routing protocol 

Leach and Pegasis. The evolution is done on basis of different 

argument like a total energy consumed, overheads and sensors 

lifetime. In Leach, limited data processing occurs at specified 

nodes called cluster-heads and lastly collected data is sended 

to the sink node. While in Pegasis, there is no data 

aggregation occurs. Sensoria simulator is used for simulation. 

 

4.  COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF 

VARIOUS HIERARCHICAL 

ROUTING PROTOCOLS 
There are various popular hierarchical protocol that have been 

compared by using various parameters which shows that each 

protocols has their own stability for choosing cluster head. 

The comparisons of hierarchical protocol are described in 

Table1.

 

Table1. Comparison of hierarchical routing protocols

  

PROTOCOL MOBILITY HOP COUNT ENERGY 

EFFICIENCY 

SCALABILITY ROUTING 

Leach Fixed Single hop Low Good Cluster Based 

Pegasis Fixed Multi hop Low Good Chain Based 

Leach- C Fixed Single hop Very High Good Cluster Based 

Leach-F Fixed Single hop High Limited Cluster Based 

TEEN Fixed Single hop Very High Good Hybrid 

APTEEN Fixed Single hop Moderate Good Hybrid 

HEEb Stationary Multi hop Moderate Good Cluster Based 

EARP Stationary Multi hop High High Cluster Based 

SA-Leach Variable Single hop High Good Cluster Based 

O-Leach Variable Single hop High Good Cluster Based 

EEZECR Variable Multi hop High Good Cluster Based 

ELCH Fixed Single hop High Limited Cluster Based 

HPAR No Single hop High Low Cluster Based 

SHPER Fixed Single hop High Good Cluster Based 

DHAC No Multi hop Low Good Cluster Based 

EEHC Fixed Single Hop Low Very Low Cluster Based 

DDAR No Multi hop Medium Medium Cluster Based 

O-Leach Variable Single hop Very High Very good Cluster Based 

EELP Fixed Single hop Very High Good Cluster Based 

Cog-Leach Variable Single hop Very High Good Cluster Based 

Leach-SM Variable Single hop Very High Good Cluster Based 

AQM-Leach Variable Single hop High Limited Cluster Based 

I-Leach Variable Multi hop Very High Good Cluster Based 

E-Leach Variable Single hop Moderate Good Cluster Based 

Multi-level Leach Variable Multi hop High Medium Cluster Based 

Op-Leach Variable Single hop Moderate Medium Cluster Based 

Leach with Mobile 

Sink 

Variable Multi hop High Medium Cluster Based 
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PR-Leach Variable Single hop Moderate Good Cluster Based 

Q-Leach Variable Multi hop Very High Good Cluster Based 

DBCH Fixed Multi hop Very High Good Cluster Based 

DWEHC Fixed Multi hop Moderate Medium Cluster Based 

PANEL Fixed Single hop Moderate Medium Cluster Based 

A-Leach Fixed Single hop Very High Good Cluster Based 

Leach-A Fixed Single hop Very High Good Cluster Based 

Leach-B Fixed Single hop Very High Good Cluster Based 

Leach-C Fixed Single hop Very High Very Good Cluster Based 

Leach-E Variable Single hop Very High Very Good Cluster Based 

Leach-F Variable Single hop Very High Limited Cluster Based 

Leach-M Mobile BS and 

Nodes 

Multi hop Very High Very Good Cluster Based 

Leach-L Fixed Multi hop Very High Good Cluster Based 

Leach-S Fixed Single hop Very High Very Good Cluster Based 

V-Leach Fixed Single hop Very High Very Good Cluster Based 

TL-Leach Fixed Single hop Very High Very Good Cluster Based 

Leach-E Fixed Single hop High Good Cluster Based 

RLeach Fixed Multi hop Good Good Cluster Based 

 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 

RESEARCH 
Modern advancement in wireless communications have 

permitted the creation of low-cost, low-power WSNs along 

with large applicability. The main aim of hierarchical routing 

protocols is to increase the lifespan of network, reducing 

power depletion of finest sensor networking protocols and 

algorithms. In this paper, we have surveyed as well as 

summarized current research works focused mainly on the 

energy efficient hierarchical cluster based routing protocols 

for WSNs.  In this paper we have described only a few section 

of routing protocols. The protocols deliberated in this paper 

have discrete advantages and disadvantages. Based on the 

topology, the protocol and routing strategies are applied 

according to its topology. We have also developed a novel 

taxonomy of clustering routing methods for WSNs based on 

rather detailed clustering attributes. Finally we have described 

a comparison of routing protocols according to its taxonomy 

and parameters. The factors which are affected cluster 

formation and CH communication are key issue for future 

research. 
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